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1. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS

The most basic inequality which deals with comparison between inte-
grals over a whole set and integrals over a subset is the following inequal-
ity, which was established by Steffensen in 1918 [5].

THEOREM A (Steffensen’s inequality) Let f and g be integrable

functions from [a, b] into such that f is nonincreasing and for every
x E [a, b], 0 < g(x) < 1. Then

fbbb,f fab fa+A(x) dx <_ f(x)g(x) dx < f(x) dx,
la

where A a g(x) dx.
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In [1], Steffensen’s inequality was extended from integrals over
compact intervals of the real line to integrals over general measure
spaces. To state this result we need the notion ofa separating subset that
was introduced and studied in [1].

Let X (X, t, #) be a measure space.

DEFINITION LetfE L(X). Let U, c) ,4 x IR. We say that the pair
(U, c) is upper-separatingforfiff

{x X: f(x) > e}

_
U

_
{x X: f(x) > c},

where A B means that A is almost contained in B. In this case, we also say
that the subset UofX is upper-separatingforf. We say that thepair (V, c)
is lower-separatingforfiff the pair (X\ V, c) is upper-separatingforf

THEOREM B (Steffensen’s inequality over a general measure space) Let
f, g LI(X) be such that 0 <_ g < a.e. on X. Let U, V 4 be respectively
upper-, lower-, separating subsetsforfsuch that #(U) #(V) fxg d#.
Then

The following definition can be found, for example in [2].

DEFINITION 2 We say that the measure space (X, A, #) is continuous/ff
for allA, B jtsuch thatA C_ Band#(A) < #(B), there exists an increasing
mapping 4" [#(A), #(B)] Jtsuch that 4(#(A))= A, 4(#(B))= B, and
#(4(u)) ufor all u #(A), #(B)].

In the case when (X, A, #) is continuous with #(X) < , the following
theorem guarantees the existence of separating subsets U and V in
Theorem B.

THEOREM C [1] If (X,A,#) is a continuous measure space with
#(X) < o, then, given fL(X), for any real number A such that
0 < A < #(X), there exist an upper-separating subset U and a lower-
separating subset Vforfsuch that #(U)= #(V)-- A.

The main results of this paper are the following two theorems gen-
eralizing the second Steffensen’s inequality over a general measure space.
These theorems are extentions of the results by Pe6ari6 obtained in [3].
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THEOREM Let (X,,4,#) be a continuous measure space with
#(X) < . Let a > be a real number and letfand g be functions on X
such that f,f.gELl(X) andf, g>O a.e. on X. Set ,k=(fxgd#). Let
U be an upper-separating subset forfsuch that #(U)= ,k. Assume that
g" (fx g d#)’-1 < a.e. on U. Then

Remark Ifwe assume a little bit more, namely, that g. (fx g d#)a-1 _< 1
a.e. on 3[, then integrating this inequality over )f, we obtain that
0 _< A _< #()/). It will guarantee the existence of an upper-separating
subset U with #(U)= A. Similar remarks can be done in all following
theorems and lemmas.

THEOREM 2 Let (X,A,#) be a continuous measure space with

#(X) < x. Let a >_ be a real number and let f, g Ll()() be such that
f>_O andO<_g<_ a.e. on X. Set A (1/(#(X))‘-1) (fxgdlz)’. Let Ube
an upper-separating subsetforfsuch that #(U)= ). Then

#(X.))a_l
g.fd# <_ fad#.

To obtain Peari6’s inequalities from Theorems and 2 we must take
)f= [a, b] and assume thatfis nonincreasing.
As applications ofTheorem we obtain the following two theorems.

THEOREM 3 Let a and be real numbers such that a > 1,/3 a + >_ 0,
(X, .A, lz) be a continuous measure space with lz(X) < o,fbe afunction on
X such that f,fa Ll(,y), fxfd A, fxf d# B, and 0 <f<_ C a.e.
on 2(, where A, B, and C are positive real numbers. Let U be an upper-
separating subsetforfwith #(U)= A/C. Then

ftzf d# >_ -A-(-a+l)/(a-1)Ba/(a-1).

If C B, we obtain a theorem proved in [1] by a different method.
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THEOREM 4 Let a and/3 be real numbers such that a > 1,/3 a + _> 0,
and let (xi)in=l be a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative real numbers
such that in=l xi < A, /=1 x? >_ B, where A and B are positive real
numbers. Let k E {1,... ,n} be such that k >_ (A/B)/((-1)(+1. Then

( )/((-/(+))/
i=1 \A-a+

Taking/3 in Theorem 4, we obtain the following.

COROLLARY Let a be a real number such that < a <_ 2, and let

(xi)i=l be a nonincreasing sequence ofnonnegative real numbers such that

Ein= n Oxi <_ A, Y]i= x > where A and B are positive real numbers.
Let k { 1,..., n} be such that k > (A/B)/((-). Then

Corollary complements the following result proved in [1]: Let a be
a real number such that a >_ 2, and let (Xi)in=l be a nonincreasing sequence

of nonnegative real numbers such that Ein=l Xi A, -’in=_.l x? Ba.
Let k {1,... ,n} be such that k >_ (A/B)1/(-). Then --]/=1 xi >_ B.

Taking a 2,/3 in Theorem 4, we obtain the following corollary.

COROIIhR 2 Let (xi)i= be a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative
2 > B Letk{1 n} bereal numbers such that in=l xi <_ A, in= x

such that k >_ (A/B). Then Y’]= xi >_ B.

Corollary 2 with A 300 and B= 100 was a problem in Moscow
Mathematical Olympiad in 1954.

2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1-4

Proof of Theorem 1
with a> 1,

By Jensen’s inequality for convex function x

f.gd# _< gd# .gd#,
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(see Theorem 2.3 in [4]). Hence it is enough to prove that

(Jgdlz)’-l.jf’ .gd# < fvf’d#.
We proceed as follows:

Let c be a real number such that (U, c) is an upper-separating pair
for f. Thenf> c a.e. on U. Since g. (fx g d#) > 0 a.e. on U, we
obtain that

--c’((J;gd#)LIfxgdlz)’-Tugd#)-(f.g..)-’ "J;\uf"gd#
"(f.g’")-’ (f.g’" S.g d#) (ixg d.)’-lix\.. g d.

(i.g d g. (ca -f’)d# > 0,

where the last inequality holds sincef< c on X\U.
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Proof of Theorem 2 This theorem can be proved exactly in the same
way as Theorem in [3]. Therefore we omit the proof.

LEMMA Let (X, 4, #) be a continuous measure space with #(X) < cxz.

Let a and/3 be real numbers such that a > 1,/3- a + >_ O, and letfand
g befunctions on Xsuch thatf,g,f-1 .g E LI(X) andf, g >_ 0 a.e. on X.
Set A (fx g d#)/(- 1). Let Ubean upper-separatingsubsetforfsuch that
#(U) A. Assume that g. (fx g d#)(-+1)/(-1) < a.e. on U. Then

Proof We obtain Lemma if we take/3/(a 1) instead of a andf-I
instead offin Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 3 Set g=C(-)mA(--l)mf Then fxgd#=
C(1-al/A(a-3-1)/3 fxfd# C(1-a)/3A(a--ll/A (A/C)(a-l)/. There-
fore #(U) A/C-- (fx g d#)/(-1). Moreover,

(fX )(-a+l)/(-l)g g dtt

C(1-a)//. A(a-/-1)/ .f. (_/((a-1)/3)’((/3-c+1)/(c-1))
---f< a.e. onX.
C-

Thereforef, g and Usatisfy the conditions ofLemma 1. Hence we obtain
that

LEMMA 2 (Discrete Pe6ari6’s inequality) Let a >_ be a real number
and let (xi)i=l be a nonincreasing sequence ofnonnegative real numbers.
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Let k E{1,...,n) be such that

1YJ) <- for 1,...,k. Then
k _> (=1Yi)a. Assume

xiYi <- Z
i= i=

that

Proof We obtain the conclusion by applying Theorem with X (0, n]
andf= -]in=l xix(i-l,i], g Y’in=l YiX(i-l,i], where

1,
X(i-l,i] O,

if x e (i- 1,i]
if x (i- 1, i].

LEMMA 3 Let a and/3 be real numbers such that a > 1,/3- a + _> 0,
x n ni)i=l be a nonincreasing sequence ofnonnegative numbers, and (Yi)i=l be
a sequence of nonnegative real numbers. Let k E { 1,..., n} be such that
k >_ (,i=1 yi)/(-). Assume that yi(’jn=l yj)(/-a+l)/(a-1) <_ for
i= 1,..., k. Then

x?-lyi <-- Z Xi"
i= i=

Proof We obtain Lemma 3 if we take/3/(a- 1) instead of a and x/a-1
instead of xi in Lemma 2.

Proof of Theorem 4 If xj>_ (Ba/A-a+l)1/((a-1)(H+l)) for somej, then

k

( 6 f/((-)(+))>_ >_ >_
i=1

andwe are done. Therefore without loss ofgenerality, we can assume that

B/ )l/((a-1)(fl+l))Xi -a+l for all i (1,...,n}. (,)
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Set Yi A-(-a+l)/(/3+l)" B-a/(3+ l)
xi Then

n

Yi A-(-a+l)/(+l)B-a/(/3+l) xi
i= i=

_< A-(-a+11/(/+11 B-’/(+1 A

Therefore (=1 Yi)/(-1) (A/B)/((-1)/(+1))" Hence if
yi)/(-) Moreover(A/B)/((-(+ then k > (=

(A-+)/((-(+
By (,),

Yi Yj
j=l

<- \A-+ "\
Therefore (Xi)in=l, (Yi)in=l, and k satisfy the conditions ofLemrna 3. Hence
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